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R

emember when Mapquest first came on the scene? How could it
map out our route and give us directions so quickly—for free?! Of
course, for all of its dazzle, Mapquest would be useless without having a
starting point and a destination. Only when the user plugs in the correct
information can the magic happen.
In Chapter 1 of the Middle School Edition, we introduce a similar “map
analogy” to your child: Your child will not be free to be himself or herself until
he or she understands our origin and our destiny. The map we explore in
this chapter gets to the heart of our beginnings and our final goal. Your child
will do the following:
••

Ask some fundamental questions about his or her identity
and what it means to be human.

••

Explore the basic nature of growing up.

••

Learn what true freedom is and its purpose.

••

Understand how Jesus’ Incarnation reveals the truth about
his or her life.

••

Discover the Theology of the Body as God’s “map,” given to
help us find our way to true fulfillment as human persons.

Finding Myself before God
In the presentations of the Theology of the Body, John Paul II speaks
of how Adam was “alone before God in search of his identity.” Seeing
ourselves as God sees us unveils who we really are, showing us that
our ultimate identity lies in our relationship with God.
At this crucial time in your child’s life, he or she often looks to peers
for affirmation and approval, to receive his or her identity. In this
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chapter, we discuss this tendency
“If you are what you
and encourage your child to think
should
be, you will set
beyond sur face values such
the world on fire.”
as popularity, looks, or extra– St. Catherine of Siena
curricular activities. Instead,
we invite them deeper, toward
something that reveals our true human identity.
Scripture says, “Deep is calling on deep” (Psalm 42:8). God, the
deepest Mystery, calls us to the very depths of who we are. What is the
“ultimate depth” of God? He is love (see 1 John 4:7-8). And what is our
depth? That we have been made for love. Each person is intimately,
uniquely designed by God, made in His image and likeness. We were
conceived in love by God and by our parents—our origin. We are made
for love and heaven—our goal. With this starting point and destination,
the map of the Theology of the Body guides us, while helping us to see
meaning in our choices here and now.
As your child matures, the choices he or she makes bear more impact
and demand more responsibility. Part of your task is to provide security
to help growth in maturity on the road to purity. Guiding children to
embrace their true identity enables them to make proper choices, both
short and long term.
Blessed Pope John Paul II speaks about Adam experiencing “original
solitude.” We adapt this concept for early adolescents: each person
determines his or her own life. Each of us is entirely unlike anyone
else. In fact, the uniqueness of your child’s body underscores the
uniqueness of his or her person. Your child’s soul, which is invisible, is
revealed by the visible, the body.
Another of your tasks is to affirm the individuality of your child and to
assist him or her toward discovering his or her identity. We sometimes
try to make God in our own image and likeness; parents sometimes try
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to make their children in their own image and likeness. Forming is very
different from forcing.

The Gift of Freedom: To Love
Whereas middle school students often see freedom as license and
independence from authority, this program challenges them to see the
truth—that freedom’s ultimate purpose is to enable us to truly love.
This is the essence of being human: loving. Robots can’t love. A sunset
can’t love you. Remember that the
goal of the Theology of the Body
“Man can only find
is union, and without love, union
himself in a sincere
gift of self.”
cannot be achieved. You can help
your children to understand this
– Gaudium et Spes 24
challenging truth.
Remember to pray for your child.

Prayer for Your Child
Dear God, Father, Son, and Holy Spirit,
You have given us [name of your child] and we are called to
love and care for him/her with our whole body and soul. Help
us to show [name of your child] who he/she truly is in You!
May the Theology of the Body guide us faithfully as a family.
Amen.

“Who Am I?” Prayer for Your Child
Lord, our child needs our help in becoming his/her true self.
Give us the wisdom to know how to direct him/her according
to your divine plan and for his/her good. Amen.
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Questions for Your Middle Schooler:
1. Who are the most popular kids in your class? Why are
they popular? What do you think is a good reason to be
popular? Do you wish you were more popular? Why or
why not?
2. Who is the funniest person in your class? A good sense of
humor is a gift. What gifts do you think you offer to your
class? (Help your child see his or her gifts, using concrete
examples of when you’ve seen those gifts in action).
3. If you could choose what you want to be when you grow
up—anything at all—what would it be? Why?
4. I remember when I was your age trying to figure out who
I was. It was often confusing. What is most confusing for
you? What is the hardest thing to deal with?
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FAMILY APPLICATIONS
1.

Mission Statements: Create mission statements, listing goals and
ways to achieve them.
a.

Write a family mission statement.

b. Help your middle schooler write his or her own mission
statement.
Writing a mission statement reinforces the map analogy, helping
your child know who he or she is and where he or she is going.
The goals and objectives (concrete daily choices) then become
attached to a bigger goal in life.
2. Family Tree: Make a family tree and list the main gifts and talents
of each person in your (immediate or extended) family. Notice
the uniqueness of each person.
3. Photo-Growth: Scan photographs of your child, from an in
utero sonogram to the present. Put them in a photo album or
in a multi-picture frame. Write a note on the back telling your
child how you have watched him or her grow. Elaborate on the
difficulties of middle school years, but how you plan to support
him or her through it all.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR FURTHER STUDY
For your child:
••

The Book of Virtues by William Bennett

••

The Hobbit by J.R.R. Tolkien

For your own personal growth:
••

Healing the Unaffirmed by Conrad Baars

••

TOB and Healing Workshops by Dr. Bob Schuchts (available
at tobhealing.org)

••

Redemptor Hominis (The Redeemer of Man), encyclical
letter of Blessed Pope John Paul II

••

I Believe in Love: A Personal Retreat based on the Teaching
of St. Thérèse of Lisieux by Fr. Jean C.J. d’Elbee

••

Strong Fathers, Strong Daughters by Meg Meeker
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